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ivorced, beheaded, died, divorced,
beheaded, survived. How King
Henry VIII ended each of his
marriages is widely known thanks
to this handy rhyme, while the
stories of his six wives continue to enthrall.
The annulment of his marriage to Catherine of
Aragon provoked a religious schism, while his
second wife, Anne Boleyn, was beheaded on
charges of adultery, incest and treason, as Henry
tore up the rules in his desperation for a son.
In this essential guide, we get to know the six
women who became a Tudor queen, explore

their romance – or lack thereof – with Henry, and
examine the impact they had on his reign. Over
the next pages, we answer the key questions
about Henry’s tumultuous love life. What if his
first wife, Catherine of Aragon, had given him
a living son? Did he really love Jane Seymour
most of all? What happened to the queens who
kept their heads after their marriages ended?
Who were the other women who shared Henry’s
bed, and how many illegitimate children did he
have? Turn the page to start the first chapter of
this historical romance-story-gone-wrong with a
Q&A with historian Tracy Borman...
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EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW

Thomas Cromwell was
Henry’s principal adviser
for eight years, and a
driving force behind
the Reformation

GRIEF-STRICKEN

In the corner of this early
16th-century painting is what is
now believed to be one of the
earliest-known depictions of the
future Henry VIII. The red-headed
prince, in green, is thought to be
weeping on a bed following the
death of his beloved mother,
Elizabeth of York.

ABOUT HENRY VIII
AND HIS WIVES
Tracy Borman answers key questions about the Tudor
king and the women who married him
INTERVIEW BY CHARLOTTE HODGMAN
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Q: How happy were the early
years of Henry’s first marriage,
to Catherine of Aragon?
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many happy years together and appeared
to be very much in love. Catherine was
a sort of damsel in distress – his late
brother Arthur’s abandoned widow –
and Henry saw himself as the chivalrous
knight who rescued her. And Catherine

absolutely adored him. I think of all his
wives, Catherine of Aragon was the one
who really fitted Henry’s idea of what a
queen should be. She was a princess of
Spain – the daughter of the royal power
couple Ferdinand and Isabella – and so
she’d been brought up to be a queen.
And she absolutely ticked all the boxes.
Of course, sadly, the only box she didn’t
tick was bearing a surviving son. And
that was her downfall.

Q: Do you think Henry
would have set Catherine
aside and married Anne
Boleyn if she had borne
him a living son?
A: I think Henry would still have been
unfaithful, frankly, because kings at
that time just were – it was almost
expected at the Tudor court. And
we know that he had already
strayed from the marriage a
few times, even before Anne
Boleyn appeared on the scene.
But it would have just been
mistresses; there wouldn’t
have been any thought of
setting Catherine aside and
marrying Anne Boleyn if Prince
Henry (b.1511) had survived. Anne
would have married Henry Percy as
she had wanted to all along, and history
would have been very different. There
wouldn’t have been the break with
Rome – England might have had some
form of Reformation eventually, but
I think probably much later in the Tudor
period – and Henry would most likely
have gone down in history as a likeable,
gregarious sort of chap. But that’s all.
Q: Was Henry a romantic?

Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile
were a continental power couple
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in August the same year; it was while
she was waiting to give birth that Anne
heard rumours that Henry had been
playing around. Unlike Catherine of
Aragon, Anne Boleyn was not prepared
to turn a blind eye to Henry’s infidelities.
She had opinions. She was feisty. And
this did not sit well with Henry. The
type of behaviour he had admired
in a mistress he found deeply
unappealing in a wife.
I think at heart, Henry was a
hunter; he loved the thrill of the
chase. And as soon as he had caught
his prey, so to speak, it lost its appeal.
That was absolutely true of Anne. And
then, of course, what compounded the
matter was Anne giving birth to a girl.

A: Henry loved being in love and was
very much embedded in the whole
culture of chivalry. Royal marriages
were usually more about politics and
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Henry VII appears enthroned in his finery in this
illustration from the Vaux Passional manuscript,
but what’s perhaps most interesting is what’s
going on in the background...

Q: How much influence
did Anne exert over Henry?

ABOVE: Henry’s older
brother Arthur was the
first to wed Catherine
of Aragon – a match
made by Henry VII
to secure an alliance
with Spain
TOP: Catherine of
Aragon “ticked all the
boxes,” says Borman
– she had a powerful
lineage and had
been brought up
to be a queen

diplomacy than affection, but
Henry wasn’t interested unless
he could actually love his wife.
His chief minister, Thomas
Cromwell, underestimated this
desire for love when he set up
Henry’s fourth marriage, to Anne of
Cleves, and that’s why things went so
horribly wrong – Cromwell focused on
politics, not passion, despite warnings
from Thomas Cranmer, the Archbishop of
Canterbury. With five of his wives, Henry
certainly gave the appearance of being
very deeply in love, but I think he also
just loved the idea of being in love.

Q: How soon did Henry and Anne
Boleyn’s relationship start to
deteriorate after their marriage?
A: Very quickly. They married in
January 1533 and Anne went into her
confinement ahead of Elizabeth’s birth

A: Ironically, I would say she had more
influence over him as a mistress than
as a wife. Anne was a great intellectual
with strong views on all sorts of issues,
particularly on religion. She was a
reformist and I think she steered Henry
in the direction of the break with Rome,
not just because it served her purpose,
but because she was ideologically aligned
with the reformers.
Q: Did Henry’s relationship
with his mother, Elizabeth of
York, influence his later
romantic relationships?
A: Definitely. They say you should never

marry a man who adores his mother
because you’ll never live up to her, and
that was certainly true with Henry. He
worshipped his mother and she had
a great influence on him growing up,
spending a lot of time with Henry in the
royal nursery at Eltham Palace. There
is even evidence to suggest it was she
who taught him to read and write.

THE WOMAN
WITH ALL THE
ANSWERS?
The Moorish slave whose
loyalty to the Spanish
queen lasted a lifetime
When Catherine of Aragon
landed in Plymouth in 1501, she
brought with her a multicultural
and multiracial entourage
of men and women. Among
them was Catalina, a young
Iberian Moor from Granada who,
A Moorish woman in Granad
a, from
according to records, served Catherine as a
Christoph Weiditz’s 1530s wor
k Trachtenbuch
slave and royal bedmaker. With such privileged
access to the Queen, it is almost certain that Catalina, whose
duty it was to make and change the Queen’s bed, would have known the truth as to whether
her royal mistress and Prince Arthur did indeed consummate their marriage. In fact, so
important could Catalina’s testimony have been to resolving the King’s ‘Great Matter’
that, when Catalina returned to Spain having served the queen for some 26 years, she was
pursued by Spanish agents who sought to elicit the truth from her. But the loyal Catalina,
it seems, took the secrets of the royal bedchamber to the grave with her.
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FEATURE NAME HERE

ABOVE: Thomas Boleyn
was not only the father
of Henry’s second wife;
he developed a close
relationship with the
King in his own right
LEFT: Thomas Howard
was uncle to two of
Henry’s queens, but he
failed to get close to
the King
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Q: Which of the wives’ families
gained the most through their
proximity to the King?
A: The Howards were an incredibly
powerful family – Thomas Howard, 3rd
Duke of Norfolk, was uncle to both Anne
Boleyn and Catherine Howard. So, of
course, he reaped the benefits of that.
Thomas Howard was a very powerful
nobleman, a real force to be reckoned
with at court, but on a personal level,
Henry didn’t like him. He was far more
attuned, I think, to the Boleyns. He got
on very well with Anne’s father, Thomas,
30
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and also with her brother, George, whom
he appointed to serve him in private – a
real sign that Henry liked somebody
and not a privilege extended to Thomas
Howard. I think Henry identified with
the Seymours publicly because Jane was
the wife who gave him a living son. And
so he showed great honour towards her
brothers, Edward and Thomas. But it
wasn’t as close as the relationship he’d
had with the Boleyns. Katherine Parr’s
family actually fared better during the
reign of Elizabeth I, who adored her
last stepmother.

Q: Why did Jane Seymour
marry Henry knowing what had
happened to her predecessors?
A: Unlike Anne Boleyn, we don’t know
what Jane felt. All we really know is that
her family manoeuvred her into the
position of queen, just as the Boleyns
had with Anne. But with Anne, you get
a sense that she was more of an active
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IN NUMBERS
1,600
200,000
DUCATS
Catherine of Aragon’s
dowry on her marriage
to Prince Arthur

It’s unclear whether
Jane Seymour
wanted to marry
Henry or not,
but even so,
turning down
a king wasn’t
something
done lightly
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Q: Should Henry have given
Anne of Cleves more of
a chance?
A: I think Henry should have been less
hasty in his rejection of Anne of Cleves,
because she actually had the makings of
an ideal wife. In fact, after the marriage
had been dissolved, Henry actually
grew to really like her and appreciate
her qualities. Anne of Cleves was liked
and admired by everyone who met
her, and although she lacked English
courtly refinements, she wasn’t

“Katherine Parr’s family fared better
during the reign of Elizabeth I,
who adored her last stepmother”
Elizabeth of York’s death, when Henry
was just 11, had a devastating impact on
him – there’s a beautiful and terribly sad
illustration of the time, which shows a
young Henry weeping onto his mother’s
empty bed (see image on page 29). So,
I do think her death influenced his later
relationships – no wife could ever live
up to her.

player in proceedings; with Jane it’s
unclear. We don’t know whether she
wanted to marry Henry or if she had
another secret love – there is a hint of
a betrothal that almost happened with
a gentleman at court, but nothing else.
But you can imagine that she didn’t
have any choice in marrying the King.
And you can also imagine the fear she
must have experienced knowing what
had happened to her predecessors.
Catherine of Aragon wasn’t executed, but
she died miserable, alone and rejected.
And of course, Anne Boleyn’s fate was
a real lesson for Jane in what not to do.
And that must have been terrifying. The
weight of expectation on Jane’s shoulders
must have been immense.
Besides which, how could you refuse
the king of England without causing
gross offence and ruining your family?
Katherine Parr, wife number six,
absolutely didn’t want to marry Henry
because she was in love with Thomas
Seymour and had already had two
marriages of convenience. But you did
not defy the king, particularly a king like
Henry VIII.
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The Tudor birthing chamber was a
female-only domain

BORN TO RULE
Popping out a Tudor royal meant adhering
to a strict set of rules and traditions
Henry VIII with third wife Jane Seymour and the son he had sought for so long – the future Edward VI
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The formidable Margaret Beaufort would today
probably be classed as a ‘mother-in-law from hell’.
Utterly devoted to both her son, Henry VII, and
the survival of the Tudor dynasty, in 1487, with her
first grandchild on its way, Margaret wrote a ‘Book
of the Royal Household’. Drawing on centuries of
conventions – part-religious, part-medical – this text
dictated in minute detail what was required for the
successful delivery of a royal heir and would have
been used for the births of Henry VIII’s children.
Creating a “womb-like” environment for the baby
was considered essential, so the entire birthing
chamber - “sides, roof, windows and all” – was
hung with heavy tapestries and “laid all over with
thick carpets”. Even the keyholes were stuffed with
material. Fresh air and natural light were considered
unhealthy for both newborn and mother, and were
believed to leave both vulnerable to attacks by
evil spirits. Nobody in the all-women chamber was
permitted to cross their legs, arms or fingers
– in case it made the birth difficult – while
mothers-to-be would wear “magic girdles” with
pieces of paper inscribed with “charms” to offer
protection; the skin of a wild ox would be tied
around the thigh in a bid to provide pain relief.

Margaret Beaufort dictated all aspects of Tudor royal births
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lacking in intellect. She had very lively
conversation and, after the annulment,
she and Henry got on so well that it was
actually rumoured the King was thinking
of remarrying her. If he’d got over the fact
that she wasn’t his ideal image of a wife
and given it a bit more time, I actually
think Anne of Cleves would have made
Henry very happy.

Q: How did Henry’s children get
on with their stepmothers?
A: Anne of Cleves was an absolutely
wonderful stepmother, particularly
to Elizabeth, who visited her at Hever
Castle, one of the palaces she was granted
after the annulment. She was a huge
influence on Elizabeth, teaching her the
value of pragmatism over principle –
Anne of Cleves had given Henry what he
wanted and done very well out of it. Jane
Seymour was very close to Mary because
Jane had been very loyal to Catherine
of Aragon, Mary’s mother. But I don’t
think there was much of a relationship
between Jane Seymour and Elizabeth.
I think the biggest impact Catherine
Howard had on Elizabeth was her
execution. In fact, it was when Elizabeth
was eight years old, around the time
of Catherine’s execution, that she first
vowed she would never marry. It was a
huge moment in her childhood, knowing
that her stepmother had been beheaded,
as her own mother had been.
Katherine Parr, really, was the
stepmother who had it all in terms of
influence, because she managed to get
on with all three children, even though
by then they were very different in terms
of their religious leanings – Edward and

Elizabeth being Protestant, Mary being
Catholic. But Katherine charmed them
all. She paid them all equal attention
and she superintended the education
of Edward and Elizabeth in particular.
She was closest to Elizabeth, but I think
it speaks volumes about Katherine Parr
that she managed to win over Mary as
well, even though Katherine herself was
quite radical in religion.

Q: Why did Henry choose to
put Catherine Howard to death
rather than annul the marriage?
A: Henry could not be seen to
forgive adultery because it was a
personal affront, an attack on his own
masculinity. Adultery in a royal wife was
borderline treason because it could alter
the succession – if Catherine Howard
had fallen pregnant by Thomas Culpeper
– the courtier with whom she was
having an affair – and claimed the child
was the King’s, then that would alter
the royal succession. And that’s treason.
Adultery was utterly unforgivable on a
personal level for Henry, who hated to be
shown to be anything other than a virile,
desirable king. In short, adultery in a
queen consort could not be overlooked.
Henry did actually annul his marriage to
Anne Boleyn before she was executed,
but her ultimate fate did not change.
Q: Was Henry as cold and
merciless as his behaviour
often indicates?
A: I’ve never come across anybody as
able to compartmentalise as Henry VIII –
his ability to dispatch his wives without

MAIN: Henry considered adultery a personal
affront on his masculinity, which meant there
could only be one fate for Catherine Howard
RIGHT: This headsman’s block from the Tower
of London is allegedly the one Catherine
Howard practised laying her head on,
the night before her execution

“Behind closed doors, Henry
might have been a much more
sympathetic man than we’re
familiar with”

a thought was almost pathological. But,
of course, we don’t know what he felt in
private. Publicly he appeared to be very
good at moving on without a thought –
getting betrothed to Jane Seymour the
day after Anne Boleyn’s execution, for
example – but we don’t know how he felt
or behaved in private.
We have a small insight into Henry’s
private feelings through his reaction to
the death of Cardinal Wolsey, his former
lord chancellor and trusted friend. When
Wolsey failed to get the Pope to annul
Henry’s marriage to Catherine of Aragon,
he was cast aside and, ultimately, was
on his way to face charges of
treason when he died. In
public, Henry appeared
not to care at all about
the death of his
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privately after Wolsey’s
death, he found the King
weeping for the loss of his
dear cardinal. So I do think,
behind closed doors, Henry might
have been a very different, and
actually a much more sympathetic,
man to the seeming monster we’re
The Duchess of Suffolk – another Katherine, the widow of his old friend Charles
more familiar with.
Brandon – was rumoured to be a potential seventh wife for Henry VIII

Q: Do you think Henry was
planning to take a seventh
wife before he died?
A: I don’t think there’s any compelling
evidence for that. Some historians
believe Katherine Willoughby, Duchess of
Suffolk, was being lined up as a seventh
wife, but I don’t think so. The only time
that we know Henry became seriously
upset with Katherine Parr was when her
enemies at court cooked up a plot to have
her arrested for heresy.
Thankfully, the arrest warrant fell
into Katherine’s hands before it fell into
Henry’s and she was able to talk her
way out of trouble. But I don’t think it
was ever serious enough for Henry to
consider setting her aside. And also, by
that stage, you do get the feeling that
Henry is tired of all the drama. He’d
been through an awful lot of trouble
to get rid of the five wives before
Katherine Parr; I think unless she had
committed a heinous crime, she was
there to stay. d

TRACY BORMAN is a historian,
writer, broadcaster and expert on Tudor
history. Listen to a longer version of
this interview on a future episode of the
HistoryExtra podcast
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THE SIX WIVES: ARAGON
Catherine asserted that she
had never consummated
her marriage with Arthur
– a factor that would
become central to the
King’s attempts to annul
their marriage

CATHERINE OF ARAGON
THE ‘PRINCIPLED’ ONE
Born in Spain in 1485, the devout Catherine of Aragon
was Henry VIII’s first wife and the mother of his
first surviving child – a daughter, Mary
WORDS: RACHEL DINNING

CATHERINE’S EARLY LIFE

BORN: 16 December 1485
DIED: 7 January 1536
QUEEN FROM: 11 June 1509
until 23 May 1533
PARENTS: Ferdinand II of
Aragon and Isabella I of Castile
CHILDREN: Mary I. Catherine
had a son (Henry, b1511) who
lived for just 52 days, and
bore four other children who
were stillborn or who died in
early infancy.
REMEMBERED FOR: Her
marriage to Prince Arthur,
being at the centre of Henry’s
‘Great Matter’, being a darling
of the English people.

all of his marriages – and was also a reason
cited in the Tudor king’s desire to end his
first marriage.
The annulment of their marriage took place in
May 1533, by which time the King had already
‘married’ his new queen, Anne Boleyn (who had
been, incidentally, Catherine’s lady-in-waiting).
Catherine never accepted the annulment of her
marriage, and continued to refer to herself
as Henry’s wife and queen until her death, in
1536. Those at court, however, and in Catherine’s
household, were instructed to use the title
‘Dowager Princess of Wales’ when addressing her.
Catherine is buried in Peterborough Abbey. d

“No stranger to marriage, Catherine had
previously been wedded (albeit briefly) to
Henry VIII’s older brother, Prince Arthur”

CATHERINE’S RISE
Catherine was betrothed to Prince Henry
soon after, but it was only after Henry VII’s
death in 1509 and the young prince ascended
the throne that plans for a wedding took shape.
Since Catherine had been married to his brother,
a special dispensation from the Pope was needed
for her to wed the 17-year-old, idealistic Henry.
But to the new king, Catherine was a worthy
prize, both in terms of dowry and her beauty.
Catherine and Henry were married for almost
24 years in total – the early years of which, at
least, were “loving and happy”.

CATHERINE’S FALL
Although Catherine bore the King a daughter,
Mary, a healthy son eluded her. Of her other
known pregnancies, she suffered a miscarriage
and a stillbirth, and on two more occasions bore

Catherine of Aragon pleads her case against an annulment in front of Henry VIII and a papal legate
DECEMBER 2020
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VITAL STATISTICS

Although Catherine of Aragon was the first
wife of Henry VIII, she was no stranger to
marriage and had previously been wedded
(albeit briefly) to the King’s older brother,
Prince Arthur. This was a political match, made
by the Prince’s father, Henry VII, who had long
recognised that Catherine’s parents – Ferdinand
of Aragon and Isabella of Castile – held
considerable influence across the continent.
Henry VII knew the value of propaganda in
such alliances; Arthur and Catherine’s marriage
would be lavish and ceremonial, so that their
union would be recognised internationally
for its significance. The pair were wed on
14 November 1501.
The marriage did not last long. Arthur, who
had long been prone to illness, died within five
months of the wedding – probably the victim of
a lingering illness such as tuberculosis.
Just like that, Catherine’s value plummeted.
She was reduced from being a future Queen of
England to a spare ‘Spanish Princess’. It was
around this time that she gained the name most
familiar to us – Catherine of Aragon.

children who lived a matter of hours.
The closest she came to providing Henry
with a male heir was in 1511, when on New
Year’s Day she delivered a prince. Celebrations
ensued in London; bonfires were lit, songs
were sung, and wine flowed freely around the
capital. But festivities were halted a few weeks
later when the king and queen received the
devastating news that their son, named for his
father, had died.
Ultimately, Catherine was unable to provide
Henry with the son he so desperately wanted.
This desire for a male heir would become a
continual sticking point for Henry in

THE SIX WIVES: BOLEYN

ANNE BOLEYN

THE ‘AMBITIOUS’ ONE

Anne, painted wearing
her iconic ‘B’ necklace,
was not the only Boleyn
with whom Henry VIII
had dallied – before
Anne arrived on the
scene the King had
been smitten with her
older sister, Mary

When she first arrived at court she began turning heads, and
soon Anne Boleyn managed the unthinkable – instead of just
becoming Henry’s mistress, she elevated herself to his queen
WORDS: ELIZABETH NORTON

ANNE’S EARLY LIFE
Anne Boleyn was educated on the continent,
before returning to England in 1522 to serve
Henry VIII’s first wife, Catherine of Aragon.
She caused a stir at court, captivating both
the heir to the earldom of Northumberland and
the poet Sir Thomas Wyatt, who called her ‘Fair
Brunet’. By 1526, the King was also interested in
the dark-haired young woman.
Much of Anne’s appeal for Henry lay in her
refusal to become his mistress and her promise
that she would bear him a son. Wild with
frustrated lust, Henry bombarded Anne with
letters, professing himself “stricken with the
dart of love”; in May 1527, he began his long
attempt to secure a papal annulment of his
marriage to Catherine.
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ANNE’S RISE
Anne was soon queen in all but name. She was
now a political figure, instrumental in the fall of
Cardinal Thomas Wolsey in 1529. On 1 September
1532, she was created Lady Marquis of Pembroke,
giving her sufficient status to accompany Henry
on a visit to France the following month.
She fell pregnant shortly afterwards, with
the couple marrying in secret on 25 January
1533. But although finally married, Henry still
needed to disentangle himself from
Catherine of Aragon.
With all efforts to gain an annulment denied,
Anne was understandably anti-papal. She
brought Simon Fish’s anti-clerical pamphlet
A Supplication for the Beggars to Henry’s
attention. He put increasing pressure on the
clergy, forcing them to accept him as ‘Supreme
Head of the Church of England’, a title he
created in 1531.
In early 1533 Thomas Cranmer, a Boleyn
family chaplain and the new Archbishop of
Canterbury, repudiated his allegiance to the
Pope, before annulling Henry’s first marriage
and crowning Anne. On 7 September 1533,
instead of the son she had promised Henry,
Anne gave birth to a daughter, Elizabeth – the
King was bitterly disappointed.
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ANNE’S FALL
Within months of their wedding Henry was
unfaithful, informing Anne that “she must shut
her eyes, and endure as well as more worthy
persons, and that she ought to know that it was in
his power to humble her again in a moment more
than he had exalted her”. When Anne miscarried
a son shortly after Catherine of Aragon’s death in
January 1536, he declared ominously that “he
would have no more boys by her”. In truth, he had
already fallen in love with Jane Seymour, and was
soon looking to end his marriage.
On 30 April 1536, under torture, a musician
named Mark Smeaton confessed to a sexual
relationship with Anne. Two days later, the
Queen was arrested for adultery, incest and

conspiring the King’s death, and taken to the
Tower of London. Anne, her brother, Smeaton
and three other men were convicted on trumpedup charges, with the men executed on 17 May.
That same day, the royal marriage was annulled.
On 19 May 1536, Anne Boleyn walked to the
scaffold. After making a short speech, she knelt
as a French swordsman – hired as a small act of
mercy by the King – stepped up behind her and
severed her head with one blow.
As well as involvement in religious reform,
Anne’s greatest legacy is her daughter, Elizabeth I,
who became one of England’s greatest monarchs. d
ELIZABETH NORTON is an author and historian.
Her most recent book is The Hidden Lives of Tudor
Women (WW Norton & Company, 2020)

“Much of Anne’s appeal for Henry lay in her
refusal to become his mistress and her promise
that she would bear him a son”
Anne Boleyn awaits
her fate in the Tower
of London

VITAL STATISTICS
BORN: c1501–07
DIED: 19 May 1536
QUEEN FROM: 28 May 1533
until 17 May 1536
PARENTS: Sir Thomas Boleyn
and Elizabeth Howard
CHILDREN: Elizabeth I. It’s
thought Anne had three
pregnancies in total, two of
which resulted in miscarriage.
REMEMBERED FOR: Being
arrested for adultery, incest
and for conspiring the King’s
death, and taken to the Tower
of London and later executed.

THE SIX WIVES: SEYMOUR
The daughter of a country
knight, Jane is suspected to
have been pushed towards
Henry by the ambitious men
of her family rather than
actively chasing the King

JANE SEYMOUR

THE ‘OBEDIENT’ ONE
Often considered demure and passive, Jane possessed a
strong vein of moral courage, though we’ll never know if
Henry VIII would have eventually tired of her, too
WORDS: ELIZABETH NORTON

Jane Seymour, Henry VIII’s third wife, was
born in around 1508. Her distant kinsman, the
courtier Sir Francis Bryan, secured a place for
her in the service of Queen Catherine of Aragon.
Jane later transferred into the household of
Catherine’s successor, Anne Boleyn.
By 1535, Jane was in her late twenties, with
few marriage prospects. One contemporary
considered her to be “no great beauty, so fair that
one would call her rather pale than otherwise”.
She nonetheless attracted the King’s attention
– perhaps when he visited Wolf Hall in September
1535. Anne Boleyn blamed the loss of her child, in
late January 1536, on the developing relationship,
complaining to Henry that she had “caught that
abandoned woman Jane sitting on your knees”. The
Queen and her maid had already come to blows.

JANE’S RISE

VITAL STATISTICS
BORN: c1508
DIED: 24 October 1537
QUEEN FROM: 30 May 1536
until 24 October 1537
PARENTS: Sir John Seymour
of Wolf Hall in Wiltshire and
Margery Wentworth.
CHILDREN: Edward VI
REMEMBERED FOR: Being
the only wife to provide
Henry with his much-desired
male heir.

Anne’s failure to bear a son was an opportunity
for Jane. When Henry sent her a letter and a
purse of gold, she refused them, declaring that
“she had no greater riches in the world than
her honour, which she would not injure for a
thousand deaths”.
Henry was smitten with this show of virtue,
henceforth insisting on meeting Jane only with a
chaperone. During April they discussed marriage
and, on 20 May 1536 – the day after Anne
Boleyn’s execution – the couple were betrothed.
They married shortly afterwards. Jane, who
took as her motto “bound to obey and serve”,
presented herself as meek and obedient. She
was, however, instrumental in bringing Henry’s
estranged daughter, Princess Mary, back to court.
The new queen held conservative religious
beliefs. This became apparent in October 1536
when she threw herself on her knees before
the King at Windsor, begging him to restore the
abbeys for fear that a rebellion, known as the
Pilgrimage of Grace, was God’s judgment against
him. In response, Henry publicly reminded Jane
of the fate of Anne Boleyn.
Without a son, Jane was vulnerable, and the
postponement of her coronation was ominous.

Finally, in May 1537, her pregnancy was publicly
announced. Henry was solicitous to his wife,
resolving to stay close to her and ordering fat
quails from Calais when she desired to eat them.

JANE’S FALL
Jane endured a labour of two days and three
nights before bearing a son, Edward, at Hampton
Court Palace on 12 October, to great rejoicing.
She was well enough to appear at the christening
on 15 October, lying in an antechamber, wrapped
in furs. However, she soon sickened, with her
attendants blamed for suffering “her to take
great cold and to eat things that her fantasy in
sickness called for”. There may have been some

truth to this. Although subsequent historians
ascribed Jane’s death to puerperal fever, recent
research suggests she may have contracted food
poisoning and died of a resulting infection.
Alternatively, she may have contracted an
infection from a retained placenta.
Jane Seymour, as the only one of Henry VIII’s
wives to die as queen, received a royal funeral
at Windsor. She was later joined there by the
King, who requested burial beside the mother
of his only surviving son, who would succeed to
Henry’s throne as Edward VI. d
ELIZABETH NORTON is an author and historian.
Her most recent book is The Hidden Lives of Tudor
Women (WW Norton & Company, 2020)

“As the only one of Henry VIII’s wives
to die as queen, Jane received a royal
funeral at Windsor”
Henry and Jane’s son
would go on to rule as
Edward VI. He died
aged 15, after showing
signs that he was a
tyrant in the making
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JANE’S EARLY LIFE
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HENRY VIII’S
MISTRESSES:
WHO ELSE DID
THE TUDOR KING
SLEEP WITH?

Famed for having six wives, Henry VIII’s love
life has long been the subject of scholarship,
speculation and salacious fascination. But
what do we know about the other women
who shared the King’s bed? Amy Licence
investigates Henry’s extra-marital liaisons
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Henry VIII’s insatiable
appetite meant it was far
more than his six wives
who shared his bed

opular history is so well versed in
the six wives of Henry VIII that they
require little introduction. Seemingly
every depiction of his reign, from
the colourful bodice-ripper series
The Tudors to the flickering candlelight drama
Wolf Hall, serves to remind us of the old mantra
we learned at school: divorced, beheaded, died,
divorced, beheaded, survived.
We could be forgiven for thinking the King was
so busy keeping up with the women to whom he
was married that he had little time for others. That
was not the truth, however, as Henry – with his
“angelic” face, athletic build and red-gold hair–
had an eye for the ladies, and in his early years,
particularly, few could resist him.
Paradoxically, we can learn about Henry’s
mistresses through his wives. Anne Boleyn’s
refusal to sleep with the king in the late 1520s
was all the more successful because he was so
accustomed to other women saying yes. Two
in particular are known: Elizabeth Blount and
Anne’s sister, Mary, who were Henry’s lovers in
the late 1510s and early 1520s after he started to
question his marriage to Catherine of Aragon.

‘BESSIE’ BLOUNT

Elizabeth, or ‘Bessie’, is the first woman who is
known, with any certainty, to have been Henry’s

mistress. Born at Kinlet in Shropshire in around
1500, Bessie would have been just a teenager at
the time she arrived at Henry’s court. Her family
home fell under the jurisdiction of Catherine
of Aragon’s first husband, Arthur, so it is not
impossible that the young Catherine saw Bessie
as a baby during her residence at Ludlow Castle
in 1501-02. In fact, it is quite likely that Bessie’s
parents capitalised on this early connection to
place their daughter in the Queen’s household.
Two court dances suggest the duration of
Bessie’s tenure. She is recorded as being one of
eight in a masque performed to celebrate new
year 1515, partnered by Henry himself. Then,
in October 1518, she was paired with courtier
Francis Bryan during a masque performed at
Durham House in London. It was around this
time that she fell pregnant with Henry’s son.
The pregnant Bessie disappeared from court,
taken in secret by Henry’s leading minister,
Thomas Wolsey, into the safety of the Essex
countryside. There, at the Augustinian priory
of St Laurence at Blackmore, also known as
‘Jericho’, Bessie gave birth to Henry Fitzroy, the
king’s only acknowledged illegitimate child.
Henry stayed at two nearby properties
that summer, Havering-atte-Bowe (aka
Havering-atte-Bower) in August and Beaulieu
in September, which allowed him to visit his
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HENRY’S MISTRESSES
newborn son had he been minded
to do so. What his wife thought of the
arrangement, or whether she was aware
of the situation, is not recorded. Wolsey
stood in as godfather and the boy would
be awarded such significant titles as the
dukedoms of Somerset and Richmond.
A marriage was arranged for Bessie
to Gilbert Tailboys in 1522 – although
some sources suggest 1519 – and she
retired from court for a time, bearing
at least two more children (with some
sources suggesting three and others
four) in the early 1520s. The uncertainty
of the children’s birth dates has led to
speculation that they were fathered by
Henry, although by this time we know
he had moved on to Mary Boleyn.
Bessie remarried in the 1530s
following Tailboys’ death – her
son, Henry Fitzroy, died in
1536 – and served briefly as
a lady-in-waiting to Anne
of Cleves before her own
death in around 1540.

Spending a summer at the
palace of Beaulieu, Henry
may have spent time with his
illegitimate son

“Henry’s affairs are known to us by
accident. If they were not, he might
be lauded by historians for his
faithfulness to Catherine of Aragon”

MARY BOLEYN
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Another masque marks
the centrality of the
Boleyn sisters to the Tudor
scene. In March 1522, Mary
took the part of Kindness
and Anne Boleyn that of
Perseverance in the Chateau Vert
pageant at York Place. Henry was
among the eight men led by the figure of
Ardent Desire to lay siege to the castle to
rescue the women.
Anne had recently returned from the
French court, which Mary had left several
years before – rumours still persisted that
Mary had been intimate with Francis I.
In February 1520, Henry is thought to
have attended Mary’s wedding to his

Ludlow Castle was home to
Catherine of Aragon and
Prince Arthur
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Henry Fitzroy, the son
that Henry VIII so
craved, but born to one
of his mistresses

gentleman of the privy chamber, William
Carey, or at least sent a gift in addition to
his offering of 8s 6d. The exact moment
Mary became Henry’s mistress is unclear,
but it is interesting that her marriage
coincided with substantial gifts from
Henry to her father and husband.
Much of Mary’s personality and
education eludes us, as do the details

and duration of her affair with the King.
Both she and Anne were known to
Henry as the daughters of Sir Thomas
Boleyn, who, along with Wolsey, had
masterminded the magnificent AngloFrench meeting at the Field of Cloth of
Gold. It was Mary who caught Henry’s
eye first. Her two children, Catherine and
Henry, born in 1524 and 1526 respectively,
have sometimes been attributed to the
King. As Mary was married, though, the
children were legally considered to be
those of her husband, who always treated
them as such.
By the time of the birth of Mary’s son
Henry, though, the King’s attention had
wandered to the enchanting, dark-eyed
Anne Boleyn. We only know about
his relationship with Mary since he
required a dispensation to marry her
sister, and so had to admit to the affair.
When questioned about his relations
with the Boleyn girls and their mother,
Henry replied, tellingly: “Never with the
mother”. Following Carey’s death from
the sweating sickness, Mary privately
remarried for love, returning briefly
to court during her sister’s reign and
admitting her secret. Mary was banished
for her indiscretion and lived out her
days in the Essex countryside.
Henry’s relations with Bessie and Mary
are known to us almost by accident.
If Henry Fitzroy had not lived, or had

Henry not been forced to declare his
past relationship with Mary, he might be
lauded by historians for his faithfulness
to Catherine of Aragon. These accidental
survivals raise the question of what
other secrets have remained concealed in
Henry’s private life. Glimmers of possible
affairs can be read into his associations
with other women at his court.
In 1534, during the King’s marriage to
Anne Boleyn, the imperial ambassador
Eustace Chapuys wrote that Henry
had “renewed and increased the love
which he formerly bore to another very
handsome young lady of his court” and
that Anne attempted to “dismiss the
damsel from her service”.
Referred to as the ‘imperial lady’,
the identity of this woman cannot be
verified, but her presence seems to have
put a strain upon Henry’s marriage,
occasioning harsh words between
husband and wife. ‘Imperial’ may not
have referred to the woman’s origins, but
instead highlighted her sympathies to
the cause of Rome and Henry’s rejected
daughter, Mary.
Also from this era date the rumours
of Henry’s involvement with Anne
Boleyn’s cousin, Margaret (or
‘Madge’) Shelton, who may
be the same person as a
Mary Shelton, who was
previously assumed
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1536, Madge was engaged
to the ill-fated Henry Norris,
who lost his head along with
Anne Boleyn that May. Mistress Shelton
was suggested as a potential wife for the
widowed king two years later, but she
married another man in 1546 and lived
well into the reign of Elizabeth I.

Mary Boleyn caught
the King’s eye before
Anne, and possibly
bore two of his children

MORE MISTRESSES

Most of the other reputed mistresses
who may have shared Henry’s bed date
from the earlier part of his reign. During
Catherine of Aragon’s first pregnancy,
in 1509, Henry was embroiled with
Anne Hastings, sister of the Duke of
Buckingham and a newly married
member of Catherine’s household.
Henry’s close friend William Compton
appears to have acted as a go-between,
although Anne later went on to have
an affair with Compton himself, which
caused Henry to send her away from
court in retaliation.
There was also a ‘Madame the Bastard’,
who kept Henry dancing into the small
hours of the morning in 1513 at the court

of Margaret of Savoy, and Étiennette de la
Baume, whose plaintive letter to Henry
asking for assistance reminded him of the
promise he had made her when leaving
France that year, and that he had called
her his ‘page’.
There was the mysterious Jane
Popincourt, who was refused entry to
France by Louis XII, with the comment
that she should be burned, plus a host
of other ladies who received gifts from
Henry at some point, or danced with
him in a masque. Their connections with

Henry are only fleeting and suggested, yet
they might hint at secrets that the king
had hidden more successfully than those
of Bessie and Mary.
Given Henry’s desire for an heir, it
is perhaps unsurprising that various
stories survive that connect him with
illegitimate paternity. The timing of
these is interesting, with three in
particular dating from the period when
the king was wooing Anne Boleyn and,
apparently, refraining from sex. If Henry
did not sleep with Anne until 1532,
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HENRY’S MISTRESSES
LEFT: The mysterious
Mistress Shelton may have
been Mary Shelton, and
was in the running to be
Henry's fourth wife
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RIGHT: Henry took Anne
Hastings as a mistress
while Catherine of Aragon
was pregnant

Tudor medicine would have advised
him not to remain completely celibate, as
this would have been thought to imperil
his health. Accordingly, Henry may have
sought solace elsewhere.
Mary Berkeley had been married in
1526 to her uncle’s ward, Thomas Perrot,
settling in Pembrokeshire. Perrot had
been knighted by Henry that year and
was a renowned hunter, and it is thought
that Mary was part of Catherine’s
household, placing the pair at court
during these years. Mary’s eldest son,
John, was born in November 1528 and
reputedly bore a resemblance to the
King. As a young man, John was in the
King’s favour – Henry once intervened to
prevent him from being punished after
he was drawn into a brawl. When later
involved with piracy, debt, deception
and scandal, John’s reputed parentage
may have been a convenient method of
escaping retribution.
In a similar manner, another man
claimed to be Henry’s son. Thomas
Stukeley was employed as a standard
bearer in 1547, placing him in his late
teens. The son of Jane Pollard,
married in around 1520 to
Sir Hugh Stukeley, Thomas
is thought to have been
conceived when Henry
stayed at their Devon
home of Affeton Castle.
Thomas was something
of a romantic figure,
and poems and plays
written about him after
his death – such as George
Peele’s 1590s work The
Battle of Alcazar – served to
inflame such rumours.
Finally, the child arguably
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“Far from being a prude,
Henry was a very private man
and took measures to cover
his tracks”
most likely to be related to Henry is an
Ethelreda, or Audrey, Malte. If Henry
had sought sexual satisfaction from
someone other than Anne Boleyn,
he is more likely to have turned to a
woman of the lower classes, who were
considered to be more ‘earthy’
and would not complicate lines
of dynastic inheritance.
Audrey’s mother was a
Joan or Joanna Dingley,
employed as a royal
laundress, and the girl was
raised by one of the cutters
in the King’s wardrobe.
John Malte “and Awdrye
his base daughter” received
a grant of £1,312 from
the King while
Was Thomas Stukeley
further proof that Henry
had no trouble siring sons
out of wedlock?

he lay on his deathbed, a huge sum for
mere servants. Nothing more is known of
Joanna or her daughter.

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS

What this exploration of Henry’s love
life makes tantalisingly clear is the
fragile nature of the surviving sources.
Henry’s desire for secrecy, and his
ability to achieve it, are coupled with
the problematic nature of rumour and
second-hand accounts that date from
this period. It may be that Chapuys
exaggerated or that Perrot made false
claims. Perhaps, in the case of Jane
Popincourt, Louis XII was mistaken, or
that Anne Hastings’ sister was being a
little over-protective.
What we know for certain is that our
scant knowledge of Henry’s affairs with
Bessie and Mary reached us accidentally
and indirectly. Far from being a prude,
Henry was a very private man and took
measures to cover his tracks. When it
comes to the question of who shared the
King’s bed, it is likely that we will never
know the full truth. d
AMY LICENCE is an author and
historian. Her works include The Six
Wives & Many Mistresses of Henry VIII
(Amberley, 2014)

THE SIX WIVES: CLEVES

ANNE OF CLEVES

THE ‘PRAGMATIC’ ONE

Henry was pleased when
he saw Hans Holbein’s
portrait of Anne; the day
after her arrival, he would
famously scream at
Cromwell: “I like her not!”

Their marriage was a brief six months, but Anne of Cleves
would keep her head and become a lifelong
friend to the King
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

ANNE’S LIFE
Born in Düsseldorf, Anne of Cleves was the
original mail-order bride, and was being
suggested as a potential fourth bride for Henry
within weeks of Jane Seymour’s death. Then
aged 22, Anne was used to being used as a pawn
for dynastic alliances: she had been betrothed
to the future Duke of Lorraine, but that
arrangement had fallen through, and she was
free to make a beneficial match elsewhere.

ANNE’S RISE
After the death of Henry’s third wife, Jane
Seymour, just days after she’d given birth to their
son Edward, the grief-stricken king went into
mourning. But in March 1539, threatened by
the potential for a treaty between his two great
Catholic rivals, Holy Roman Emperor Charles V
and French king Francis I, Henry decided that he,
too, needed a strong political alliance, and agreed
that negotiations for a marriage with Anne of
Cleves could begin. Henry’s chief adviser, Thomas
Cromwell, was fully supportive of the match with
Anne of Cleves and relayed tales of her reported
beauty. Keen to see for himself, Henry sent artist
Hans Holbein to capture Anne’s likeness, and the
King was delighted with the result. A treaty was
signed, and a few weeks later, Anne set off on her
journey to her new home.

else for it but to go ahead with the marriage,
which took place on 6 January 1540. The wedding
night was a disaster: Henry, who was probably
suffering from intermittent impotence, claimed
he found Anne so unattractive that he could not
consummate their marriage, complaining loudly
of her “loose” flesh and “evil smells”. To outsiders,
however, the union appeared a happy one,
although Anne lacked the courtly refinements
Henry expected in an English queen – the
education of the female nobility in Cleves focused
on practical skills such as managing a household
and needlework, rather than languages, dancing
and music favoured at the English court.
Moreover, the King had already set his romantic
sights on a young lady-in-waiting, making him
even more desperate to be rid of Anne.

Anne was asked to remove herself from
court in June while an ecclesiastical inquiry
was carried out on the validity of the marriage.
Her union with Henry was declared invalid in
July of the same year on the grounds of nonconsummation and a supposed pre-contract
of marriage between Anne and the future Duke
of Lorraine.
Anne, wisely, consented to the annulment
but remained in England. She became close
friends with Henry, who referred to her as his
‘beloved sister’, and she received a generous
annual allowance, as well as Richmond Palace,
Hever Castle and Bletchingley Manor in the
annulment settlement. In death, Anne became
the only one of Henry’s wives to be buried in
Westminster Abbey. d

“Henry complained loudly of Anne’s
“loose flesh” and “evil smells””
VITAL STATISTICS
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ANNE’S FALL
Anne arrived at Rochester Castle on New Year’s
Eve where Henry was horrified to discover that
– in his opinion – Holbein’s portrait had been
a tad too flattering. The 48-year-old monarch –
hardly a catch himself by this time – was not at
all pleased with his betrothed’s appearance or
character, shouting angrily to Cromwell behind
closed doors: “I like her not! I like her not!” Anne
has since been labelled the ‘ugly wife’, yet no
other disparaging comments on her appearance
had been made prior to this and the nickname of
‘Flanders Mare’, often attributed to Henry, would
not be coined until the following century.
Despite Henry’s misgivings, there was nothing
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Henry VIII agreed to marry Anne of Cleves without meeting her, relying instead on a Hans Holbein painting

BORN: 1515
DIED: 16 July 1557
QUEEN FROM: 6 January 1540
until 9 July 1540
PARENTS: John III, Duke of
Cleves – a powerful leader
with lands in modern Western
Germany and the Netherlands
– and his wife, Maria.
CHILDREN: None
REMEMBERED FOR: Having
the shortest marriage of all the
wives, reportedly being too
unattractive for Henry VIII, and
remaining on amicable terms
with him after their annulment.

THE SIX WIVES: HOWARD
Catherine Howard was still a
teenager when she married
Henry; he was almost 50 years
old and by this time had an
approximately 52-inch waist

CATHERINE HOWARD
THE ‘EXPLOITED’ ONE

Picked out by Henry for her good looks, the teen queen was
beset by rumours about her past almost as soon as she
reached court, and those whispers would prove her undoing
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

CATHERINE’S EARLY LIFE
The exact date of Catherine Howard’s birth
is unknown, and little is known about her
early childhood either. But when Catherine was
about ten or 12 years old, after her mother had
died and her father had remarried, she was sent
to live with her step-grandmother, the Dowager
Duchess of Norfolk. It was in the Norfolk
household that the seeds of Catherine’s later
undoing would be sown. At around the age of 13,
Catherine is believed to have entered – willingly
or otherwise – into a sexual relationship with
her music teacher, Henry Mannox, and later with
a secretary in the household, Francis Dereham.

CATHERINE’S RISE

BORN: c1523
DIED: 13 February 1542
QUEEN FROM: 28 July 1540
until 23 November 1541
PARENTS: Lord Edmund
Howard and Joyce Culpeper.
Catherine was the niece of
the Duke of Norfolk and
therefore a first cousin to
Anne Boleyn, and a second
cousin to Jane Seymour.
CHILDREN: None
REMEMBERED FOR: Being the
youngest of Henry’s wives;
charged and executed for
treason and adultery.

king to beg for his mercy – but she would not see
her husband again.
After confessing to a pre-contract with
Dereham, Catherine was sentenced to death
without a trial. Dereham and Culpepper had
been executed beforehand, their heads displayed
on London Bridge as traitors. Catherine herself
was forced to pass beneath the grisly spectacle
when she was taken to the Tower of London she, too, was beheaded, on 13 February 1542. d

“Catherine made Henry feel young
again and he could deny his ‘rose
without a thorn’ nothing”

Henry VIII first noticed Catherine in 1540, when
she was serving as a lady-in-waiting to his
fourth wife, Anne of Cleves. Unlike Anne, the
vivacious Catherine was attractive to the king,
and Henry was determined that this time he
would choose his bride for himself rather than
relying on his advisers. The couple were married
in July 1540, just weeks after the union to Anne
had been declared invalid and – in a gruesome
moment of foreshadowing – on the same day
that Henry’s ex-adviser Thomas Cromwell was
executed. Catherine’s rise to power at court was
astonishingly fast. With an age gap of more than
30 years, the young queen made Henry feel
young again and he could deny his ‘rose without
a thorn’ nothing.

CATHERINE’S FALL
Rumours that Catherine was already sexually
experienced circulated at court relatively early in
her relationship with Henry. However, he
was so besotted with her that he did not
give these credence. But, in November 1541,
Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury,
presented Henry with evidence that Catherine
had been conducting a relationship with
the courtier Thomas Culpeper. Cranmer had
also been made aware of Catherine’s earlier
relationship with Dereham, who was now living

Catherine Howard is transported by barge to the Tower of London, accompanied by guards and her weeping ladies-inwaiting, in this 19th-century image. Stripped of her royal title, Catherine was beheaded at 9am on 13 February 1542
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and working at the royal court.
Under torture, Dereham confessed that,
prior to her relationship with the King, he and
Catherine had entered into a pre-contract to
marry. Such a vow was considered as binding
as a marriage under canon law, and so brought
into question the validity of the royal marriage.
Catherine was arrested at Hampton Court Palace
and stripped of her title of queen. She is believed
to made a desperate, failed attempt to reach the

THE SIX WIVES: PARR

KATHERINE PARR
THE ‘RADICAL’ ONE

Katherine Parr – painted
by William Scrots in
c1545 – is regarded by
some as the cleverest of
Henry VIII's six queens

Twice widowed before she married Henry – and deeply in love
with another man – Parr sowed the seeds of reconciliation
between the King and his children
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

KATHERINE’S EARLY LIFE
Katherine Parr had already been married and
widowed twice before becoming Henry’s sixth
and final wife. At 17, she married Sir Edward
Burgh, heir to baronetcy of Burgh, but he died
four years later. In 1534, Parr married John
Neville, 3rd Baron Latimer, who was almost
twice her age and already had two children, but
by early 1543 she was a widow again. Following
this she established herself into the household of
the Princess Mary – Katherine’s mother, Maud,
had been a close friend of the Princess’s mother,
Catherine of Aragon.
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KATHERINE’S RISE
Waiting a year after the disastrous end of his
short-lived marriage to Catherine Howard,
Henry once more began to look for a wife.
Intelligent and with strong reformist principles,
the 31-year-old Katherine Parr seemed a more
sensible choice than the young girl the King had
recently sent to the block. However, Katherine
was in love with Thomas Seymour, the brother
of the late queen Jane. Jealous of a rival for
Katherine’s affections, Henry sent Thomas to
Brussels as English ambassador and Katherine,
somewhat reluctantly, agreed to marry the
King. It would not have been a wise move
to refuse him.
Katherine was the perfect
companion for the aging king
and took a keen interest in her
stepchildren. It’s believed her
influence over Henry encouraged
him to invite his two daughters
to court more often, and to pass
the Third Succession Act in 1543,
which restored both Mary and
Elizabeth to the succession, after
their half-brother Edward.
Katherine did have a close call
when it came to her devout religious
beliefs, though. She grew increasingly
vocal about her commital to the
the radical faith of Protestantism
and did all she could to promote the
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religion. The conservative Bishop of Winchester,
Stephen Gardiner, prepared evidence of the
queen’s heresy and moved to have her arrested.
Alerted to the danger, Katherine took to her bed,
declaring that she was unwell. The King rushed
to her side where Katherine pleaded forgiveness
for displeasing him, and Henry reproached
Gardiner for questioning his wife. Katherine
published three religious books during her
life and became the first woman in England to
publish under her own name, in English.

KATHERINE AFTER HENRY
Henry VIII died in on 28 January 1547 leaving
Katherine free to resume her relationship with

her former love, Thomas Seymour.
Four months later the pair were married
– in secret since it would have been frowned upon
for the Dowager Queen to marry so soon after
Henry’s death. The union caused a scandal at
court and infuriated Edward VI as well as
Princess Mary. Princess Elizabeth, however,
who had always been close to her last stepmother,
did not share her half siblings’ disapproval but
went to live with Katherine and her new husband.
Tragically, Katherine died the following year,
days after giving birth to a daughter, Mary.
Thomas Seymour would be executed for treason
in 1549, during the reign of Edward VI, while
their little daughter Mary is thought to have died
in early childhood. d

“Katherine was the perfect companion
for the aging king and took a keen
interest in her stepchildren”

VITAL STATISTICS

MAIN: Parr's tomb at Sudely Castle in Gloucestershire; she is the only Queen of England to be buried on private land
INSET: Less well-known is the fact that Parr authored three religious books

BORN: 1512
DIED: 5 September 1548
QUEEN FROM: 12 July 1543
until 28 January 1547
PARENTS: Sir Thomas Parr
(a popular courtier of Henry
VIII’s) and Maud Green.
CHILDREN: None with Henry
REMEMBERED FOR: Surviving
a marriage to Henry VIII and
her reformist views.

WHERE HISTORY HAPPENED

FIT FOR A QUEEN

Before Syon House in West London became the
grand structure that stands today, it was the site
of an abbey and home to the monastic Bridgettine
Order. The monastery was dissolved and its
community expelled in 1539, by which time it
was one of England’s wealthiest religious houses.
Catherine Howard was imprisoned at the abbey
during the winter of 1541, while she awaited her
fate after facing accusations of adultery; she
was taken to the Tower of London for
execution the following February. Henry
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Much of Hampton Court Palace has been
renovated since the time of Henry VIII,
but the Tudor-era kitchens and Great
Hall can still be seen

Tudor ruins, including a
sewer system (pictured)
have been found near
the current Wolf Hall

There have been sev
eral
reports of faintings and
chills felt in the
Haunted Gallery

WOLF HALL
WILTSHIRE

The scene of one queen’s rise
and the fall of another
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SURREY

The jewel of England’s Tudor palaces witnessed a fair few
important events during Henry’s reign – if only the walls could talk
One of the most important residences during
Henry VIII’s reign, Hampton Court Palace is a
treasure trove of Tudor history.
In January 1515, the then Archbishop of
Canterbury Thomas Wolsey commissioned for
himself an extravagant palace fit to entertain the
King, into whose hands it fell after Wolsey’s later
fall from grace. Henry continued to expand the
palace to create a permanent royal residence,
adding private apartments as well as a tennis
court, tiltyard and magnificent Great Hall.
It’s believed that at some point all six of
Henry’s wives visited or stayed at Hampton
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Court, and it was from here, in 1530, that the
King sent his first letter to Rome threatening to
break with the Catholic Church as he tried to
annul his marriage to Catherine of Aragon.
Many of the early alterations Henry made to
the palace would have had his second wife Anne
Boleyn in mind – even while Anne was being
beheaded in 1536, work was still underway on
her royal apartments. Construction workers were
then ordered to remove any references to the
disgraced queen, although a few remain.
Henry’s third wife, Jane Seymour, gave birth to
the future Edward VI at Hampton Court in 1537.

Henry was overjoyed and an elaborate christening
was held. Jane, however, died less than two weeks
later, of a postpartum infection. A ghostly figure
holding a taper has been sighted on the stairs
leading to the room where Jane died.
Spooky experiences, including the sounds of
screams and cold chills, have also been reported
in the so-called Haunted Gallery. Some believe
the ghost of Catherine Howard haunts this space,
recreating a desperate flight to Henry to plead
for her life. It’s an intriguing thought, but the
layout of the palace means that any such event is
unlikely to have taken place here.

LONDON

This house of God became a hell
on earth for Catherine Howard

We take a look at the castles, palaces and homes that
shaped the lives of Henry VIII’s six wives

HAMPTON COURT
PALACE

SYON HOUSE

Syon House was once a
grand monastery and home
to the Bridgettine Order

HEVER CASTLE

KENT

The romantic Kent castle, complete with moat,
was the childhood home of Anne Boleyn

In 1462, Hever Castle was bought by the
Boleyn family, and Anne’s father, Thomas,
inherited it in 1504, a few years after she was
born. Having spent eight years at the courts of
both Margaret of Austria and Francis I, Anne
returned to England in early 1522 where her
sister Mary was now Henry VIII’s mistress.
Joining Catherine of Aragon’s household, Anne
herself would eventually attract the attention
of the King and become a rival to her sister for
his affection. In 1523, Anne became secretly

betrothed to Henry Percy, but his father, the
Earl of Northumberland, would not agree to
the union. It’s believed Henry may have had
a hand in preventing it, too – so Anne was
banished back to Hever. Over the next few years,
Henry himself became enamoured with Anne,
regularly sending love letters to her there. They
were married in 1533 and, in September that
year, Anne gave birth to Elizabeth I. Just three
years later Anne was accused of adultery and
treason and sent to the block.
Hever was originally a
13th-century motte and
bailey castle before its
Tudor additions

The medieval manor house of Wolf (or Wulf)
Hall in Wiltshire was the childhood home of
Henry VIII’s third wife, Jane Seymour. In 1535,
Henry and Anne Boleyn visited the Seymours
here as part of their summer progress – little
did Anne know that her time as queen would
one day come to a bloody end and that she was
in the presence of her successor. Some say that
this is where Jane first caught the attention of
the King, though she had been in the service of
both Catherine of Aragon and Anne Boleyn by
this time.
Henry and Jane are thought to have held a
wedding feast in a barn at Wolf Hall, but nothing
of the original buildings remains above ground.
The original Wolf Hall was demolished in 1723
and replaced with the house we see today.
DECEMEBER 2020
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WHERE HISTORY HAPPENED

TOWER
OF LONDON

Henry would also send
two of his advisors (and
one-time friends) to be
executed at the Tower:
Thomas More and
Thomas Cromwell

The fortress where two wives
met their deaths

A sculpture commemorates
those executed at the Tower,
including Boleyn and Howard

SUDELEY CASTLE

DIGGIN

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
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The home where Katherine Parr had her happy ending – almost
In 1535, Sudeley Castle – then property of
the Crown – was visited by Henry VIII and
Anne Boleyn after being neglected for some
years. From nearby Winchcombe Abbey,
Henry would meet with Thomas Cromwell
to discuss plans for the Dissolution of the
Monasteries. In 1547, when Edward VI came
to the throne, he gifted the Gloucestershire
castle to his uncle Thomas Seymour, who
moved here with his wife, Henry VIII’s
widow Katherine Parr.
The castle was renovated, but Katherine
would not enjoy much time there. She died
in 1538, just a week after giving birth to a
daughter, Mary.
Sudeley would continue to have royal
connections throughout the years. During
the British Civil Wars, Charles I sought
refuge here when his nephew Prince
Rupert used Sudeley as a royalist base.
After a parliamentary attack, the castle
was destroyed so that it could no longer be
used as a fortification – and it was left as
a romantic ruin for nearly two centuries
before being restored to the grand structure
we see today. Katherine Parr is entombed
in St Mary’s Church, beside the castle – she
is the only English queen to be buried on
private land.
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The White Tower was built as a mighty
fortress in the late 11th century by William the
Conqueror and later expanded into the Tower
of London complex – garrison, menagerie,
royal residence, prison and site of execution.
Anne Boleyn and Henry feasted here shortly
before her coronation, in 1533, and Henry
had the Queen’s Apartments renovated for
the occasion. Just three years later, Anne was
back, but as a prisoner rather than honoured
guest – despite being held in the same
rooms. After her beheading, in May
1536, Anne was buried in the Chapel
Royal of St Peter ad Vincula at the Tower.
Henry appears to have shown some
mercy at least to his former love, and an
expert swordsman was brought in from
France to perform the bloody deed.
Less than six years later, Henry’s fifth
wife Catherine Howard also found her
head on the block. She, too, is buried in
the chapel.

Two anterooms that would have
led to Katherine Parr’s apartments
can be visited at Sudeley Castle
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Prince Arthur had been given
Ludlow Castle by his father, as
a
place for him to continue his
education as the future king

LUDLOW
CASTLE SHROPSHIRE
The Welsh Marches saw disaster
visited on the Tudor dynasty
The events that happened in this Welsh Marches castle would
change the life of Henry VIII forever, and hold tragic memories
for his first wife, Catherine of Aragon. It was here that Catherine
spent her first few months of marriage to Prince Arthur,
during which time they both became severely ill. Catherine
managed to rally but Arthur succumbed to his illness –
possibly tuberculosis.
A widow after fewer than six months of marriage and aged
just 16, Catherine spent more than seven years in limbo while
Henry VII and her father, Ferdinand II, battled over payment
of her dowry. She wrote letters to her father pleading for help
as she had little money and was virtually a prisoner
in a foreign country.
Eventually Catherine was married to Henry VIII.
A papal dispensation was needed for the new king to
marry his brother’s widow, but this was granted when
Catherine asserted that her marriage to Arthur was never
consummated. But suspicions about their relationship at
Ludlow Castle during their short marriage would come
back to haunt Catherine decades later, when Henry began
his search for a new wife.

PENSHURST PLACE

KENT

One of several properties given to Anne of Cleves,
Penshurst also played a starring role in Henry’s
illicit romance with Anne Boleyn
Penshurst Place in Kent was one of the
residences given to Anne of Cleves as part
of her annulment settlement – a generous
offering when compared to the fate of some of
Henry’s other wives. Anne was asked to
move here, from her usual residence of
Bletchingley Manor, by Edward VI’s Privy
Council, in 1547.
Years earlier, in 1519, Henry attended a
great feast at Penshurst, held in his honour
by its then owner, Edward Stafford, 3rd Duke
of Buckingham. It’s believed Stafford spent
more than £1 million in today’s money on
the event. As a second cousin of the King and a
descendant of the Plantagenet line, Stafford
saw himself as a contender for the throne
should the King have no male heirs.
However, Stafford was executed in 1521 after
being found guilty of having intentions to kill
the King – and so Penshurst became part
of the Crown’s estates.
Henry used Penshurst as a royal hunting
lodge, visiting with his friend and courtier
Charles Brandon while attempting to woo
Anne Boleyn – and possibly before this her
sister Mary. Due to its proximity to Anne’s
family home, Hever Castle, Penshurst was an
ideal place to conduct their courtship away
from prying eyes.

Penshurst later became the property
of the Sidney family, who enjoyed
prominence throughout the reigns of
Edward VI, Mary I and Elizabeth I.
Penshurst Place has been used as
a filming location for many Tudor
films and TV shows including Wolf
Hall and The Other Boleyn Girl
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COURT LIFE

A CHANGING COURT

RULES OF THE FEAST
Meal times at Henry's favourite palace, Hampton Court, maintained a clear
divide among the courtiers, depending on their status
BEST BEHAVIOUR

The court of Henry VIII was a centre of power, fashion and
entertainment, and each queen put their stamp on proceedings
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

T

o be seen at court was to be at
the pinnacle of Tudor society.
Men jockeyed for a position
to influence the King and
increase their standing, while
women hoped to make a good marriage
and, if they were lucky – or unlucky
depending on the viewpoint – catch
the wandering eye of the King himself.
Henry’s grand palaces were the places to
learn the latest gossip, admire and adopt
the new fashions, flaunt wealth and
status, attend jousting tournaments, and
appear at dances and banquets, all in a
bid to move up the social ladder.
While the court obviously gravitated
around Henry VIII, it would alter with
each royal wife. Every queen managed,
to varying degrees, to exert their
own influence on the look, feel and
behaviours of the day.

A QUEEN'S TOUCH

GETTY IMAGES X2, ALAMY X2, HISTORIC ROYAL PALACES X1

For the first decades of Henry’s reign,
with Catherine of Aragon by his side, the
court was in its heyday, with the most
talented poets, artists and musicians
flocking to be seen at the palaces.
“Henry absolutely revelled in creating
an amazing Renaissance court and was
desperate to make the English court more
dazzling than that of his rival, Francis I
of France”, says historian Tracy Borman.
Catherine, born in Spain, made her own
mark by bringing to England several

Spanish and Moorish influences, such as
blackwork embroidery.
With Anne Boleyn, Henry knew his
dynastic line was unstable without a
male heir, so court life became more
focused on propaganda and justifying his
annulment to his first wife. Anne loved
to dance so court was a lively place and,
thanks to her time in France, filled with
exotic fashions, including the French
hood, a headgear softer in shape than the
English version.
In sharp contrast to the
lavish entertainments and
extravagance of Anne
Boleyn’s queenship,
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certainly did. “Henry didn’t
pleasurable and frivolous activities.
want the court to see how infirm
“Katherine was more interested in the
he had become. The private Henry
court as an outlet for her intellectual
was very different to the public Henry,”
pursuits, a place where she could converse
says Borman.
with fellow radicals, read quite heretical
With the King increasingly in his
texts and discuss the latest ideas”,
private apartments, gossip and scandal
says Borman. “She made it a lot more
became the main entertainment of the
intellectually vibrant. But you probably
day, making court a more dangerous
wouldn’t have gone there for a good party
place to be. After two queens in quick
when Katherine Parr was queen.” d

Henry takes part in a major court
entertainment, jousting, with a
caparison (saddle-cloth) adorned
with the initial of his first wife
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EXCLUSIVE
DINING SPOT

The Great Hall was where
the lower-ranking
members of the court
were fed and entertained.
They sat under carved
and painted faces in the
ceiling known as
'eavesdroppers' –
reminding them that it
was not polite to gossip
at the table.

The Great Watching
Chamber was where
the highest-ranking
courtiers would eat,
separate from the
Great Hall. It also
served as a waiting
room into the King's
state apartments.

FOOD FIT
FOR A KING

The vast Hampton Court
kitchens were extended
by Henry VIII so that
enough food could be
prepared for the court.
The King did not eat
the same food as his
courtiers, though, as he
had his own kitchen and
Master Cook.

ACTING THE FOOL
Being a fool or jester in the court of the Tudors was a much
more enviable position than may be expected
The Tudor court would not have been complete without its fools or jesters.
While seemingly a lowly position – employed to entertain the court with
jokes, stories and juggling acts – they actually held an advantageous position
as they were permitted in the King’s private apartments and could speak
openly, with brutal or mocking honesty, without causing offence. Sometimes
these roles were performed by witty tricksters who loved clowning around,
but evidence suggests that many were ‘natural fools’, people we would now
describe as having learning or physical disabilities.
William Somers (right) was a favourite fool of Henry VIII’s, so much so
that he reportedly had the King’s ear. As Henry’s painful legs and ballooning
weight made him increasingly morose in his later years, it was often only
Somers who could coax a smile from him. For the 12 or so years he served
Henry, Somers lived well and had a keeper – suggesting that he may not
have been entirely capable of looking after himself. Another favoured fool
was Jane, who served in the households of Anne Boleyn, Princess Mary and
Katherine Parr.

FAKE FACTS?

THE MYTHS

GET HOOKED

If we’ve whetted your appetite for all things Tudor, why not explore
the topic further with our selection of books, films and podcasts?

OF HENRY’S WIVES

BOOKS

The rumour mills love the six wives, so we spoke to
Tracy Borman to separate the fact from fiction

Henry’s seemingly shallow
spurning of Anne of Cleves
may
have had deeper motivations

WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

The question of whether Catherine of Aragon consummated her first marriage with
Henry VIII’s elder brother, Arthur, would lead to a drawn-out divorce case as well as
England’s split from the Roman Catholic Church. Catherine was a devout woman and
was unequivocal with her declaration of virginity when she married Henry. The royal
bedchamber came under public scrutiny, with some believing that Catherine lied so
she could marry Henry. Tracy Borman is inclined to believe her, while Henry was not:
“He knew that Catherine was an incredibly loyal and pious wife. She wouldn’t easily
risk her salvation by telling a lie and saying that her marriage to Arthur hadn’t been
consummated. But Henry became increasingly convinced of that because it suited him.”

THE SEDUCTIVE
WITCH
With the King seemingly spellbound by
Anne Boleyn, rumours spread that she was a
witch who seduced the King, that she had
six fingers and may have even have had a
hand in the death of her predecessor.
Some stories about Anne would not
appear until many years after her death –
put forward by Catholic propagandists
attempting to sully the reputation of her
daughter, Elizabeth I – but the idea that she
had a sixth finger may have had a small
basis in fact. “There is a fairly reliable
account that suggests Anne, if anything,
may have had an extra nail on the side of
one of her little fingers,” says Borman. “After
her last miscarriage, in 1536, there were also
rumours that the baby had had some sort of
deformity, which many of Anne’s enemies
used as proof of witchcraft. In reality, this
theory may have been due to a lack of
understanding of foetal development.”

LOVED BEST OF ALL

Was Jane Seymour the love of
Henry’s life, or just a safe bet?
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Everyone knows the story of Anne of Cleves – apparently
not attractive enough for the King and so unappealing
that he sought an annulment almost straight away. Yet
it’s possible that his decision was less about looks and
more about her lack of accomplishments and
conversational skills: “Anne wasn’t ugly,” says Borman.
“It was more that she lacked the courtly refinements
Henry expected in a royal wife. The German customs for
ladies were very different to English ones. And that’s
what turned Henry off. “

THE FLIGHTY
ADULTERESS
Catherine Howard (inset) is
often painted as a lusty and
naive adulteress. Borman
sees this as unfair: “She
was really the victim of what
we would now call child abuse,
starting at the age of just 13 when
she had a relationship with her music teacher.”
Her affair with the courtier Thomas Culpeper, too,
may not have been all it seemed, with Borman
suggesting that while they almost certainly had a
physical relationship, it is possible that Howard felt
threatened by Culpeper and was trying to keep
him happy.

NURSE
KATHERINE

No amount of pleading would convince Henry VIII to change his mind

Jane Seymour is often described as Henry’s true love, the
woman who tragically died after giving the king his
longed-for son. Not so, says Tracy Borman, who suggests
that Henry saw Jane as a traditional and meek woman, and
a safe option: “I think Jane’s role has been overplayed. She
was the opposite of feisty Anne Boleyn and that’s what
Henry wanted. But within weeks of their marriage Henry
was commenting that there were more attractive women
at court he could have married. It was simply the fact that
Jane gave Henry a son that set her above the other wives.”

THE FLANDERS MARE

A portrait said to have been of Anne Boleyn – the only
undisputed likeness of Boleyn is on a lead medal

The wife who survived Henry,
Katherine Parr has often been
cast in the role of nurse to the
by then aged and infirm king.
However, Borman sees her in a
different light: “Katherine was a
firebrand; a great intellectual,
really strident and with
controversial views on religion.
Her intellect challenged the King
but she cleverly knew when to
play the compliant wife. Henry
was very fond of her.” d

The Private Lives of
the Tudors
By Tracy Borman
(Hodder & Stoughton, 2016)
Take an intimate look behind
the closed doors of one of
the most celebrated royal
dynasties and discover
previously unexamined details
about the characters we think
we know so well – from Henry
VII’s grief at the death of
his son, Arthur, to the tragic
secret behind ‘Bloody’ Mary’s
phantom pregnancies.

The Life and Death
of Anne Boleyn:
The Most Happy

The Six Wives & Many
Mistresses of Henry VIII:
The Women’s Stories

By Eric Ives
(Wiley–Blackwell, 2004)

By Amy Licence
(Amberley Publishing, 2014)

Focusing on Anne’s life and
legacy, the late Eric Ives
establishes Anne as a figure
of considerable importance
and influence in her own
right. Adulteress or innocent
victim? Look afresh at the
issues at the heart of Anne’s
dramatic downfall.

Amy Licence readdresses
the experiences of Henry
VIII’s wives and mistresses in
this frank, modern take
on the affairs of his heart.
What was it really like to
be Mrs Henry VIII?

ONLINE AND AUDIO
E The Hidden Henry (BBC Sounds): Five academics present portraits of unknown, intimate and
surprising aspects of Henry VIII’s character. Listen at bbc.co.uk/sounds/series/b00kj03k

E For podcasts, features, quizzes and more on
the Tudors, visit the Tudor hub on our website:
historyextra.com/period/tudor

WATCH

A 19th-century print of
Henry VIII and
Katherine Parr

Henry VIII and His Six Wives

Six Wives with Lucy Worsley

(Channel 5) https://bit.ly/2Gzd9PY

(Available on Amazon Prime)

Historians Dan Jones and Suzannah
Lipscomb take a closer look at Henry
VIII’s six marriages, chronicling the
King’s turbulent private life and
how it shaped England.

Lucy Worsley revisits key events in the
lives of Henry VIII’s six wives, revealing how
each attempted to exert influence on the
King and the Tudor court.
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THE ROYAL WEDDING NIGHT
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